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Automatic Identification System (AIS) Ship Traffic and Emissions Inventory   16	

Commercial marine vessels above a certain size use the Automatic Identification System (AIS) 17	

that repeatedly transmits via VHF information on a ship’s heading, speed, size, type, country of 18	

origin, etc. This information can be received and recorded by ground-based networks or satellite 19	

sensors. An example of hourly global shipping activity from 2012 obtained by exactEarth using 20	

satellite AIS receivers can be found at www.shipmap.org. A snapshot is shown in Figure S1. 21	

Such data are not publicly available, and must be purchased. Some emissions inventory activities 22	

have purchased such data and these become the basis for aerosol particle emissions estimates 23	

shown in the manuscript (EDGAR database) [Smith et al., 2014; Crippa et al., 2016]. In situ 24	

observations of particle number size distributions, cloud condensation nuclei activitiy, 25	

composition, and optical properties from various ship types using a range of fuel compositions 26	

are expressed in terms of emission factors (EF): amount emitted per kg of fuel burned [Hobbs et 27	

al., 2000; Lack et al., 2009]. The emissions inventories are then a sum over such EF scaled by 28	

the fuel usage statistics derived from the shipping activity databases. 29	

 30	

Estimate of CCN Enhancement in Indian Ocean Shipping Lane  31	

To have an order-of-magnitude estimate of the impact of shipping on CCN in the region of 32	

enhanced lightning, we conduct the following simple calculation. The EDGAR emissions 33	

database predicts shipping leads to ~350 kg/km2/yr of PM2.5 emitted in the Indian Ocean 34	

shipping lane (see Figure 3c). Lack et al. [2009] find an EF ratio between CCN and PM1 mass 35	

(sum of non-refractory sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, organic, and black carbon mass) of EFCCN/PM 36	

= 5x1014 g-1. EFCCN/PM is the number of CCN (not CN) per gram of submicron particulate mass 37	

emitted. In a homogeneous volume, the time rate of change of CCN from shipping is therefore 38	
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where ECCN is the emission flux of CCN (km-2/day), h is the mixed layer depth (km), and τ is the 39	

characteristic lifetime of CCN (day) in the region. Assuming a pseudo-steady state develops in 40	

the region due to the nearly constant shipping activity, then [CCN] from shipping can be 41	

calculated as 42	
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Using an ECCN ~ 5x1017 km-2/day, h of ~ 1 km, and τ ranging from 0.25 to 1-day due to transport 43	

and cloud scavenging, we find [CCN] from shipping alone would range from 100 to 500 cm-3 44	

over the shipping lane. While very crude, these estimates are certainly large enough to conclude 45	

the shipping activity would be a significant perturbation to the background CCN typical of 46	

remote marine regions [Ramanathan et al., 2001]. 47	
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 50	

Figure S1. Example snapshot of global marine vessel traffic from February 22, 2012 obtained 51	

from www.shipmap.org. Data on ship position, heading and speed obtained from exactEarthTM 52	

satellite AIS data. 53	



 54	

Figure S2. Maritime vessel arrivals into the port of Singapore in terms of total tonnage per year 55	

(top), and number of vessels excluding passenger and tugs (bottom), obtained from the Maritime 56	

Port Authority, Port of Singapore statistics (http://www.mpa.gov.sg/web/portal/home/port-of-57	

singapore/port-statistics). 58	
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Figure S3. Top: seasonally averaged ERA-Interim Convective Available Potential Energy 66	

(CAPE) for northern hemisphere summer (MJJASO) for comparison with the northern winter 67	

mean shown in Figure 3d. Bottom: seasonally averaged sea surface temperature (SST) for 68	

northern hemisphere winter (NDJFMA) from the NOAA Optimal Interpolation (OI) SST daily, 69	

0.25o resolution dataset. 70	
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Figure S4. Absolute (top) and relative (bottom) hourly WWLLN lightning frequency during 74	

northern hemisphere winter (NDJFMA) is zonally averaged into four different local time of day 75	

bins for the same domain as in Figure 3. While there is a slight diurnal cycle in lightning 76	

frequency maximizing in the early morning, the enhancement over the shipping lane is persistent 77	

across all times of day and the relative magnitude of the enhancement has no apparent diurnal 78	

cycle.  79	



 80	

Figure S5. Zonal-mean lightning flash density from the TRMM-LIS satellite instrument (see 81	

text). All data collected during November - April from 1998 to 2015 over the same region in 82	

Figure 3 are used. The standard error of the mean (not shown) of the LIS flash density data 83	

shown in Figure S5 ranges between 0.25 and 0.35 flashes km-2 yr-1. A somewhat broader 84	

enhancement is observed, possibly due to the much smaller sample size than the WWLLN data, 85	

which has an order of magnitude smaller standard error. The enhancement peaks between 5 to 86	

6oN and is nearly a factor of two over the surrounding region, similar to the enhancement 87	

detected with WWLLN.  88	
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We assume that meso and synoptic scale variations in the horizontal wind speed and direction 94	
together with more localized convective circulations disperse the ship plumes over hundreds of 95	
km in either direction. For example, a 3 m/s wind would advect the plume 260 km in 1 day. We 96	
are averaging lightning strokes over at least 2-year periods for this analysis, and thus we are 97	
making an average over the variations in wind direction and speed that occur on the daily and 98	
weekly timescales. The HYSPLIT gaussian dispersion model run for a few days in different 99	
months shows that indeed the plume from a single point source would advect 1o or more, 100	
assuming a decay time for aerosol particles of several hours (see Figure S4). If we were to run 101	
such a calculation for a line source, more similar to the shipping lane, over several months, it is 102	
thus very likely the plume would be of order 1o wide with a maximum at the source location. 103	

 104	

Figure S4. NOAA HYSPLIT Gaussian plume dispersion model results for a 350 kg/year source. 105	
Left Dec 18 - 19 2016 simulation. Right January 9 - 11 2016 simulation. 106	
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Figure S5. Aerosol optical depth (AOD) at 0.55 µm from the MODIS AQUA instrument over the 108	

same region as in Figure 1, averaged over January – April and November - December 2010 (a), 109	

and May – October, 2010 (b) . Only data where the cloud fraction (from the MODIS data set) 110	

was <10% are used in the averages. 111	
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Figure S6. CALIOP aerosol extinction vertical profiles, averaged over the same region in Figure 122	

3, for November through April (top) and May through October (bottom) 2006 – 2008. The layer 123	

of slightly enhanced aerosol extinction at 0.5 to 0.75 km throughout most the domain in both 124	

panels may be marine boundary layer cloud contamination of the aerosol signal. In the top panel, 125	

the elevated aerosol extinction north of 8oN is likely pollution outflow from India into the Bay of 126	

Bengal and not associated with shipping. 127	
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